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Abstract— The system Passport Authentication Using PNG
Image with Data Repair Capability introduces a passport
authentication method for preventing the criminals and
terrorists to travel between countries with fake or forged
documentation. The more effort those countries, universities
and other organizations put into verifying the identity of
foreign nationals, the better the chance of keeping criminals
and terrorists from entering a country and causing problems.
The main aim of the proposed system is to design innovative
system which deals with passport authorization management.
The motto of the project is to develop a new and secure passport
system and to simplify the job of the security people. In short,
have a flawless passport verification system. In the proposed
system, as first phase the stego image formation and as second
phase, the verification stage, in this the authentication and self
repairing are carried out. If part of a document image is
verified to have been illicitly altered, the destroyed content can
be repaired in the second phase. Such image content
authentication and self-repair capabilities are useful for this
security protection. In short the system proposes an
authentication method that deals with binary like color
document images instead of binary, grayscale ones and
simultaneously solves the problem of image tampering detect
`ion and visual quality keeping.
Index Terms— alpha channel, PNG image, secret sharing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Security is a growing issue in international travel for both
travelers and governments. It is an important issue with the
potential for criminals and terrorists to travel between
countries with fake or forged documentation.

checkpoint, computer can be used in scanning the passport
photo to check whether the passport photo has been replaced
by comparing the invisible watermark hidden in the passport
photo with the holder’s details including the full name and
passport number.
The existing procedure consists of three phases. The first
phase deals with acquiring the required parameters for
creating the watermarking. The second phase converts the
holder’s details into a watermark that can be embedded into
the digital image. The third phase hides the watermark
obtained inside the passport photo such that it meets the
requirements of the watermarking.Table.1 shows the
comparison table of previous methods in document
authentication. [4][5][6][7][8][9]
Computerized technologies in authentication systems are
emerging to help security professionals in handling the
security of passport data explosion and increasingly complex
security information. Current and future authentication
systems require large amounts of information to be collected,
stored, processed and managed. The security of these
information systems and data is important. In order to deal
with the security in passport authentication field in this paper
we present a secret sharing technique with a data repair
capability for color document images via the use of the
Portable Network Graphics (PNG) image. Actually it is an
enhancement to the already existing passport system. An
authentication signal is generated for each block of the color
document image. It ensures the integrity and the authenticity
of a digital image.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The existing passport authentication system is by using
watermarking technique. The aim of the system is to provide
a firm association between the passport holder’s photo and
the holder’s details by embedding hidden information in the
passport photograph. During the issue of passport, a
watermark can be created based on the details of the holder
full name and passport number and this invisible watermark
is embedded inside the passport photo such that it satisfies all
the requirements of the watermarking technique. This
process is carried out during the issue of the passport
document at the passport office. With the help of this
technique, during the passport verification process at the
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In our system, a method for authentication of document
images/passport with an additional self-repair capability for
fixing tampered image data is proposed. Data hiding which
destroys the cover image and the original image along with it
prevents self-repairing capability. A solution to this problem
is to embed the original image data somewhere else without
altering the cover image itself. An extra alpha channel in a
PNG image is utilized to embed the original data image. The
input cover image/photograph is assumed to be/or converted
to a binary-like color image with three planes. After the
proposed method is applied, the cover image is transformed
into a stego-image in the PNG format with an additional
alpha channel for transmission on networks or archiving in
databases. The stego-image, when received or retrieved, may
be verified by the proposed method for its authenticity.
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Table 1: Comparison of previous authentication methods

M. Wu & B.
Liu

H.Yang & A.C
Kot

Hae Yong Kim
& Amir Afif

Advantages

Disadvantages

Manual Scoring
method is automated
to score pixels
dynamically.

Flippablity score
lookup table may
exceed the available
memory size for the
large neighborhoods.

Can embed large
amount of data
Locating embeddable
pixels in a block for
different block
scheme are
addressed.

Binary/Halftone
watermarking is
possible.

Difficult to locate
tampering occurred at
each block.

Smaller the host
image the more
visually noticeable
will be the watermark.
Printed images cannot
be authenticated.

Image distortion is
reduced

There is a trade of
between distortion
reduction and security
enhancement.

small distortion

Limited amount of
embeddable data.

C.H.Tzeng &
W.H Tsai

sharing scheme to generate secret shares. The share values
are subsequently mapped into a small range of alpha channel
values near the maximum transparency value to create an
imperceptibility effect. Finally, the mapped secret shares are
randomly embedded into the alpha channel for the purpose of
promoting the security protection and data repair
capabilities.Fig:1 shows the overall structure of the proposed
passport authentication system. Fig.1 (a) shows the
authorization part and Fig.1 (b) shows the verification part.
Advantages of proposed system:
 The authentication is not based on only passport
number or emblems or photos. The authentication is
provided to the entire page of the passport.
 It provides data repair capability i.e., after applying
the proposed method if any distortions are occurred
to the image, it would be altered.
 Having higher possibility to survive image content
attacks.
 Enhancing data security by secret sharing.
 Making use of a new type of image channel for data
hiding

Y.Lee,H.Kim
& Y.Park

Integrity modifications of the stego-image can be detected by
the method at the block level and repaired at the pixel level.
In case that the alpha channel is totally removed from the
stego-image, the entire resulting image is regarded as
inauthentic, meaning that the fidelity check of the image
fails.

Fig.1 (a).

An authentication signal is generated for each block of a
passport document image, which, together with the binarized
block content, is transformed into several shares using the
Shamir secret sharing scheme. The involved parameters are
carefully chosen so that as many shares as possible are
generated and embedded into an alpha channel plane. The
alpha channel plane is then combined with the original
passport image to form a PNG image. In this system, we
propose an authentication method that deals with color
document images converted into binary-like images instead
of pure binary ones and simultaneously solves the problems
of image tampering detection and visual quality keeping. The
two main phases of the system are one the stego image
formation and second, in the verification stage, the
authentication and self repairing. Fig: 2 and 3 shows the
different operations in these two phases.
In the proposed method, a PNG image is created from a
binary-like color document image with an alpha channel
plane. Data for authentication and repairing are then
computed from and taken as input to the Shamir secret
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Fig: 2 Stego image formations.
III. CONCLUSION
Passport is the most important document while
travelling from one country to another. It is the proof of
citizenship of the country. Hence, it needs to keep secure
from unauthorized use. Authentication and security of
passport and checking integrity of a person on the
airport is a challenging task. In order to face this
challenge of security and privacy, we are proposing a
secret sharing scheme based authentication method for
the passport authentication via the use of PNG image
with a data repair capability. The system Passport
Authentication Using PNG Image with Data Repair
Capability introduces a passport authentication method
for preventing the criminals and terrorists to travel
between countries with fake or forged documentation. In
this system, a method for authentication of color
passport document images with an additional self-repair
capability for fixing tampered image data is proposed.
IV. FUTURE WORK
We have implemented the proposed system as a
standalone system. It can be implemented as a website in
future. Thus PAS can be accessed from anywhere in the
world for both the passport issuing authorities and for
the verifying authorities.
Fig: 3 Authentication and repairing.
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APPENDIX
Fig .5 shows the authentication window of the system
Fig.6 shows the verification window of the system.
Registration:

Fig 5.(c)

Fig.5(a)

Fig . 5(d)

Fig .5 (b)
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Verification:
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all and wish them all the best in their lives. To our mothers
and fathers, for their warm, kinds, encourages, and love. To
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thank them for believing in us.
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Registration stage:
1. Issuing officer registering the passport holder with
his/her name and a key unique of the holder that is
provided.
2. For doing that Issuing officer has to authenticate
himself first.
3. Stego image is formed using the given data of the
passport holder. (say, PASSPORT, based on our
system)
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Verification stage:
1. Using the same key and the details, the stego image is
verified by the verifier.
2. The passport is verified and authenticated, even if
some part of the passport is tampered.
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